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RE: JOB TITLE

I am committed to improved patient care, a quality that characterizes value to medical professionals in every aspect of
public health. It is driven by a story of passion and purpose. Over the course of my career, I’ve had the privilege to
empower people and organizations to see the higher purpose of “what we do.” As your new JOB TITLE, it would be an
honor to shape and share the AREA OF PUBLIC HEALTH with the world.

I’ve actively participated in the AREA OF PUBLIC HEALTH field for over ## years, so I understand what it takes to fuel
patient advocacy and build a connection. In fact, here’s something a client wrote to me the other day: “Jane, it’s amazing
how you listen. You REALLY listen. You gather feedback and then you come back with something levels above what we
were expecting.” Listening is in my DNA. I listen for clues – from the Patient Care Team, colleagues, family, and other
advocates. In order to remain objective and strategic, I don’t let ego get in the way. I’ve seen what doesn’t work and
understand why. It’s enabled me to take organizations and clients to new levels with how they think, pursue, and achieve
their marketing goals. At XYZ Hospital, I helped turn a PDQ program that was declining by 10-15% each year into one
that grew by 7-9% each year over my 5-year tenure.

What makes me a unique fit for LMN Hospital is my extensive experience with AREA OF PUBLIC HEALTH and SPECIFIC
1, SPECIFIC 2, and SPECIFIC 3. I’ve built my career in a variety of roles leading teams and executing strategy including
JOB 1 and JOB 2. I am hopeful that my unique perspective of being a self-starting, analytical problem solver with natural
aptitudes in leadership and fiscal management are attributes you are looking for in this position.

My expertise reflects a background that includes:
▪ Understanding diverse populations with a strong knowledge of the AREA OF PUBLIC HEALTH industry.
▪ Maximizing efficiencies and reducing overall expenses.
▪ Demonstrating capacity for analyzing and being responsive to advocacy research and patient insights.
▪ Leading and coordinating people and resources, especially in a progressive high-paced team

environment where creativity is highly valued.

I also know about creative problem solving, tenacity and motivating teams on both good days and challenging days, would
be a great asset to direct your department, and look forward to the opportunity to tell you more.

Ready to make a difference,

Jane Doe


